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Abstract. The paper contains a review of studies in cargo and empty cars
delivery reliability, describes methods of reliability calculation and
monetary evaluation. The analysis showed that monetary evaluation when
reliability is considered the main emphasis should be put on its for all
participants of transportation process. Consignors/consignees are, as a rule,
concerned about logistical control in terms of steady and regular carriages;
carriers pay more attention to process operations and loading of the
infrastructure elements; railway rolling stock operators give the first place
to the turnaround of main operating assets.

1 Introduction
Effective planning of freight transportation is a key element in the transportation process
management system and a guarantee for a sustainable financial activity of transport
companies. Effective planning is based on the ability to timely determine the transportation
demands and needs of different sectors of economy, as well as to analyze their response to
any change in the strategy of transportation planning and management. Transportation
process stakeholders have to constantly adapt to changes in the transport system (business
environment, loading structure, directions of car traffic, etc.) by switching the train
destinations, selecting the points of departure/destination, changing the transportation type
and time. All this is crucial for implementing a balanced policy in freight transport.
In the context of developing and complicating intra-service relations, reliability is one
of the key indicators showing how efficient the business activities of transport companies
are. Reliability is particularly important in planning, managing, monitoring, dispatching and
rendering freight services [1]. It is well-proven that reliability is the central factor shippers
rely on when choosing the means of cargo transportation [2-5]. According to a survey of
transport service users conducted by the RAND Corporation, reliability is “a key attribute
for choosing the adequate method of conveyance, often even more important than speed"
[6].

2 Defining the problem
The root cause of failure to provide reliable freight traffic is lack of infrastructure resources
(carriage and traffic capacity, operational difficulties caused by infrastructure repairs or
*
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consignees not accepting the cargo, etc.). Reliability, as the quality characteristic of
performance, is never free of charge. Modern approaches to assessing transport reliability
include the assessment of reliability change in percentage terms and cost estimate of the
change [7-9].
Researchers in many countries [3, 7, 8, 10-12] propose methods for economic
evaluation of the goods delivery reliability. Delays and uncertainty in freight transportation
cause an increase in “reserve” stocks and operational costs along with deterioration of
competitive ability of enterprises and appreciation of goods for ultimate customers in the
long run.
Although assessing freight reliability is important, most world studies prefer assessing
passenger transportation. There are only a few papers describing assessment of goods
delivery reliability by the key transportation process stakeholders as the key aspect.
However, there is no consensus regarding how high the level of reliability should be [13].
Reliability assessment is perhaps one of the most underinvestigated issues in freight
transport studies [14, 15].

3 Value of reliability – methods of determining
The existing studies assess the reliability of cargo delivery based on one of the four
indicators below [16]:
– a standard deviation;
– quantiles and percentage points of distribution;
– delayed shipments percent;
– average delay.
Currently, in the context of tough competition, many companies have to plan production
"just in time” and cut costs associated with products being kept in the “reserve” stocks. In
such circumstances, a reliable transport system is required to enable readily available cargo
delivery [9]. Thus, reliability can be determined through the delivery time distribution
function and the form of the distribution [17, 18].
To make cargo delivery reliable, it is necessary to measure deviations from planned
(expected) delivery time, which may be assessed based on actual statistics on carriages
performed or external sources (i.e. online sources). Poor compliance with carriage terms
may lead to delayed delivery and breach of contractual obligations, which adversely affects
the financial performance of enterprises. Since logistic solutions in freight services affect
all transportation process stakeholders (i.e. shippers/consignees, rolling stock operators and
carriers), delivery reliability effect is a composite function [19].
To retain the competitive advantage, shippers mainly use different strategies sensitive to
change in time and cost, such as delivery "just in time", planning of pull and push
production processes, to plan their activities. However, success of those strategies largely
depends on supply chain reliability. On the other hand, carriers may also benefit from
improved delivery reliability, because this would make it possible to cut costs contingent on
traffic volume, consolidate conveyance and apply principles of unified end-to-end planning
by all transportation stakeholders. A high reliability allows consignors/shippers to avoid
excessive spending for keeping “reserve” stocks, additional labor costs, reduce the risks of
product supply default and loss of clients [20]. Higher reliability will enable rolling stock
operators to increase the working capital turnover (reduction in car turn around), reduce the
risks of less revenue and penalties for empty car supply default.
Consequently, consignors, rolling stock operators and carriers make cost estimates
differently with regard to the reliability of goods and empty cars delivery. As a result, to
analyze preferences for selecting a method of freight transport, all transportation process
stakeholder shall be taken into account. Most of the existing studies either focus on one
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type of users (i.e. shippers and carriers), or ignore differences between groups, maybe
because of lack of reliable data. The differences between the groups were investigated only
in a few papers [1, 3, 21].
The vast majority of studies use "timely delivery" as an indicator for measuring
reliability for the whole transport network. This indicator has become common practice
because it is widely practiced by decision-makers in freight transport [5]. It measures
reliability as percent of shipped cargoes delivered within the scheduled transportation time,
and can be expressed by probability:
=

( ≤

)

(1)

where R – is the transport network reliability; T – is the actual transportation time (cargo
delivery term); Tp – is the planned transport time (cargo delivery term).
The proposed method allows evaluating a change in the delivery time reliability. The
basis for it is the probabilistic method of first-order second-moment (FOSM) for
determining stochastic moments of functions with random input variables. The method is
used to aggregate levels of reliability. In engineering, FOSM algorithm is widely used to
calculate reliability of system performance, and described with the help of the function of
statistically independent random variables [22]:
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where X – is the vector describing elements of the system; Xi (i=1,2,3….n) – are
elements of the system.
Monetary evaluation of reliability is a monetary cost that users are ready to pay in order
to increase delivery reliability when goods are conveyed from a manufacturing site to
points of consumption. To monetarily evaluate freight transport reliability, the existing
studies most often used two approaches: method of random utility maximization (RUM)
and the inventory count method [9]. RUM approach considers a risky behavior of freight
service consumers and uncertain time of transportation completion (actual cargo delivery
term), and makes reliability cost estimate based on utility maximization for the user by
defining a compromise between reliability and cost [2, 9, 19, etc.].
The method based on inventory count uses a slightly different approach to take into
account both decisions on transportation method and stock management. The said method
assumes that a timely delivery is closely linked to stock management decisions. For
example, the authors [23] have modeled levels of "reserve" production stocks for various
methods of transporting goods in due time. Such an assessment of "reserve" stocks for
different levels of uncertainty made it possible to determine the quantity of products to be
stored in the warehouse. These amounts were quantitatively represented in monetary terms
by multiplying the value of goods and cost of their storage, and thus they reflected the cost
estimate suitable for a company to pay for different levels of service. This approach allows
evaluation of overall savings to avoid any uncertainty.
In addition to methods based on random utility maximization and determination of
"reserve" stocks, a separate group of authors applied the approach of profit maximization or
cost minimization [24]. This approach uses the cost function, where all attributes (including
the number of shippers, delivery time of goods, delivery reliability, characteristics of the
company and characteristics of shipment) are converted into a generalized cost:
( , , , )=

( , , )−

( , )

(3)

where π – is a profit; p – the cost (price) of products; w – operating cost vector; l –
operational factor vector (labor cost and capital); Z – characteristics directly related to
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transportation (such as reliability, etc.); and S – the characteristics of an individual
company.
With that in mind, a user is trying to minimize costs or maximize profits, given the
constraints. The basic assumption is that the user is likely to choose the option with the
lowest cost transportation. Having found the profit differential between the two alternatives,
one can estimate the marginal replacement rate between the transport characteristics, Z
(such as reliability) and profit (monetary value that the company is ready to pay).

4 Data and discussion
Regulations of JSC “Russian Railways” define reliability of cargo and empty cars delivery
by the specified time is defined as being a share of shipped cargoes that have arrived
without delays [25, 26]:
(!")

= # $ %Н(!") ' = Ф∗ *
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1
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(4)

where x – is the actual delivery term, days; Ф* – is the normal distribution function;
DH(ij) – is the standard delivery term, days, in accordance with Rules for Calculating the
Terms of Cargo Delivery by Rail; DT(ij) – is the technological delivery term, days, in
accordance with the established procedure of car traffic direction and marshalling.
The analysis of statistical reports by JSC “Russian Railways” shows a positive trend in
speed and delivery reliability growth along with improvement in transportation
management quality (Fig. 1, 2).

Fig. 1. Average speed dynamics of cargoes delivered in 2014-2018.
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Fig. 2. Reliability dynamics of cargo and empty car delivery in 2014-2018.

Reliability of cargo and empty car delivery grew up to 97.1% in 2018. At that time, the
average delivery speed was 376.4 km per day. It increased by 8 km as compared with the
previous year. Delivery speed of cargo loaded in cars made up 390 km/day with a 4 km
increase. The analysis has shown that about 70% of all in-transit stoppages that cause
delays are due to consignors/consignees. The analysis testifies improved quality of
transport services rendered to cargo interests.

5 Conclusions
The analysis showed that monetary evaluation when reliability is considered the main
emphasis should be put on its for all participants of transportation process.
Consignors/consignees are, as a rule, concerned about logistical control in terms of steady
and regular carriages; carriers pay more attention to process operations and loading of the
infrastructure elements; railway rolling stock operators give the first place to the turnaround
of main operating assets.
It can be said that, despite the progress achieved in economic model and design, results
of these investigations are of limited application. This is largely due to the fact that the
studies under review use different units to determine reliability, which makes the results
difficult to compare. Consequently, there is no consensus about a recommended level of
reliability and its monetary evaluation in freight transportation.
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